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PROJECT SUMMARY

Students in middle school classrooms are often asked to have purposeful discussions
about academic topics. It is a practice in line with research backing the inclusion of student
discourse and voice. Yet, in my science classroom, my attempts at implementing purposeful talk
have often been met with disengaged quiet or off-topic conversation. I have been confident for a
while that allowing students time for discourse is important, but I wanted to explore if there were
any ways to improve the engagement and increase participation in these conversations with my
diverse students.
To address this issue I asked the question: How can Socratic seminars be used as a
culturally relevant tool to increase student engagement and science literacy? The purpose of
having academic discourse in my class has always been to increase engagement and to give
students a chance to practice scientific language. In exploring this I wanted to see how using
engaging and culturally relevant “big questions” could guide 8th grade Earth science units in a
way that increased participation, and in turn, science literacy. I also wanted to research how
Socratic seminars could be used as a culturally relevant way of engaging with these big questions
while allowing for the important science practice of arguing with evidence.
After a thorough review of the literature, I became aware of promising research showing
the effectiveness of using socioscientific issues as anchor questions to “hook” students into
learning. With this in mind I have developed three Earth Science units, each with an anchoring
question addressing a socioscientific issue that is relevant to the students I teach. Each unit

follows the Minnesota state standards for 8th grade science. The first unit addresses standards
relating to the nature of science. The second addresses 8th grade physical science standards. The
third unit takes on Minnesota’s standards regarding rocks and minerals.
Each unit includes estimated time for completion, resources needed, and accommodations
for students with special needs. While written to address Minnesota’s science standards, the
lessons were written with Next Generation Science Standards in mind and should be easily
translated to fit those guidelines. Most of the lessons do not require special materials, but do
make an assumption of easy access to computers or tablets.
Additionally, the lessons within this project were created using the template adapted from
Understanding by Design (UbD) (Wiggins & McTighe, 2011). UbD centers around the idea of
understanding, or the ability to make meaning of the content’s big ideas and to transfer that
learning to other materials and situations. The framework it suggests is based off the long held
practice of backward planning. Starting with the long-term desired results, the UbD process has
three steps: Desired results, Evidence, and a Learning Plan. I have adapted this design and
broken down the unit plan into individual lesson plans. Each lesson has listed objectives,
evidence that will be used to measure mastery, and a plan for the lesson sequence. Each unit will
also include all written resources necessary for the lesson completion.
Additionally, while not explicitly written into the lessons, the BSCS 5E instructional
model was used to guide the sequence within and throughout the lessons. This model provides a
sequence for lesson design: Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, and Evaluate (BSCS). Each
lesson in the unit is intended to help students collect evidence to help them answer the anchoring

question during the Socratic seminar using a flexible 5E sequence, but most can easily be
substituted or omitted for the sake of time or differing needs.

Unit 1: The Bone Wars
Is all science “good” science?

Overview and Purpose
During this unit, students will investigate “nature of science” concepts related to scientific
accuracy. They will then interpret, synthesize, and apply their learning to discuss the nature of
science question: Is all science “good” science? Through engagement in several hands-on
activities, as well as the development of research-based arguments, students relate nature of
science concepts to their everyday lives and to the functioning of society.

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.1.1

Evaluate the reasoning in arguments in which fact and opinion are

intermingled or when conclusions do not follow logically from the evidence given.
8.1.3.3.1

Explain how scientific laws and engineering principles, as well as

economic, political, social, and ethical expectations, must be taken into account in
designing engineering solutions or conducting scientific investigations.
8.1.3.3.2

Understand that scientific knowledge is always changing as new

technologies and information enhance observations and analysis of data.
8.1.3.4.2

Determine and use appropriate safety procedures, tools, measurements,

graphs and mathematical analyses to describe and investigate natural and designed
systems in Earth and physical science contexts.

Key Science Concepts
Speed, Accuracy, Fossils, Evolution, Bias

Relevant Ethical Issues
Scientific Bias, Science based policy, Societal interest vs. Political interest

Science Skills
Predicting, Observing, Measuring, Analyzing Data, Understanding Cause and Effect,
Communicating Results, Forming Arguments from Evidence.

Grade Levels
Middle Level Students

Time Needed
The unit is comprised of four lessons over five fifty-minute periods.

Lesson Sequence
Lesson 1. Speed Minds (Accuracy vs. Speed)
Lesson 2. Data Driven (Analyzing and interpreting speed typing data)
Lesson 3. The Great Fossil Hunt (Discovering the nature of science)
Lesson 4. The Bone Wars (Research and discussion on whether all science is good
science)

Background on the Issue
Science news is a part of everyday life in our society and, over the last decade, science
has become a political tool used to agree with or dismiss ideas that work to empower
certain people. Science is a useful tool to inform policy decisions at the local and national
levels in all societies. Yet, questions about the trustworthiness of science are prevalent as
politicians try to discredit opponents or descenting political views by crediting or
discrediting specific scientific investigations. Furthermore, students see scientific claims

every day in advertising and social media. In this unit, students will explore how science
can be prone to human error, but done right with strong evidence it should transcend
political wills.

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities
Visual Impairments: For students with visual impairments, allow them to use a personal
device to see the image up close or complete an audio version of the speed vs. activity
version. For other reading activities, allow the use of a personal device to enable text
enlargement and text-to-speech features.
Hearing Impairments: Use visual cues for vocabulary. Sit students closer to the teacher
during activities.
Learning Disabilities: For CER conclusion for the data analysis, use a graphic organizer.
For the reading activity, provide leveled texts.
Motor-Orthopedic Impairments: The level and type of accommodation here depends on
the type of impairment, but could include allowing for speech-to-text technology for the
writing activities and larger and sturdier fossil cut-outs for the fossil activity.
Emotional Disabilities: Set out the overall unit agenda and daily agendas in a easy-to-see
place. Use purposeful grouping during the data collection and fossil find that reflects
abilities and relationships in the class. During the Socratic seminar, have a designated
spot for students to take a break. Use students for “assistant” roles throughout all
activities.

Resources to Support this Unit
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/psychology/speed-accuracy-trade-off
https://jov.arvojournals.org/article.aspx?articleid=2192999

Note: This unit is based on a project published by Zeidler and Khan.
Zeidler, D.L., & Kahn, S. (2014) It's Debatable!: Using Socioscientific Issues to Develop Scientific
Literacy, K-12. NSTA Press, National Science Teachers Association.

Randak, S. & Kimmel, M. (1999). The great fossil find. Retrieved from
http://www.indiana.edu/~ensiweb/lessons/gr.fs.fd.html.

Lesson 1
Speedy Minds
Is all science “good” science?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will design and conduct a scientific experiment to explore how their
speed at doing an activity affects the accuracy of their results.

Time Needed
Two class periods

MN Education Standards
8.1.3.3.2

Understand that scientific knowledge is always changing as new

technologies and information enhance observations and analysis of data.
8.1.3.4.2

Determine and use appropriate safety procedures, tools, measurements,

graphs and mathematical analyses to describe and investigate natural and designed
systems in Earth and physical science contexts.

Key Science Concepts
Speed, Accuracy

Materials

●

Pencil, Notebook, Calculator, rubberbands, scrap paper, small tubs, complex
images

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals
MN Standards:

Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to evaluate
the reasoning in arguments and to explain how economic, political,
social, and ethical expectations must be taken into account when
reviewing scientific information
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Students will understand that...
- Science is uncertain.
- Science is a human endeavor and
therefore prone to human flaws.

- How does speed affect accuracy?
- How is accuracy related to “good”
science.

Acquisition
Students will know...
- that the speed at which an activity is
completed has an affect on the
accuracy of the results.

Students will be skilled at...
- Carrying out a simple
investigation that includes data
collection and analysis.

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will write an initial reaction to their results and discuss
their reaction with their classmates.
OTHER EVIDENCE:
Homework: Students will write a paragraph describing a time in
their life where speed might affect accuracy.

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction
1. Begin class by showing a timed basketball free throw contest. Ask the class:
Where are some places in your life where being accurate is important?
Homework, sports, directions, etc.
2. Continue by asking students to predict: For the activity you thought of, if you
were given a small amount of time, would that affect your accuracy?
3. With students, brainstorm some ideas to set up a simple experiment to collect
data on the question: how does speed affect accuracy.
- What are two variables? What are some controls?
- How can we set up a data table for this?
Ideas might include a paper ball free throw, an image memorization task, a
rubber band shooting task.
4. Students will make a hypothesis.
5. Have students set up a data table for the speed vs accuracy test
6. Complete the experiment in the way that the students have set it up. It should
look something like showing one image for a certain amount of time to certain
students and having them answer a question about what they remember.
Showing the same image to another group for a longer amount of time and
asking the same question and then showing the same image to another group
for even longer. This should be done for each image and data collected on the
accuracy.
7. Students complete a CER conclusion for their collected data.
8. Class discussion on how accuracy was affected by speed.
a. Did more time allow for a more thorough view of the picture?
b. Did less time affect your ability to concentrate?
c. How do you think this relates to science?

Worksheets and Resources
Mouse click accuracy game: https://mouseaccuracy.com/

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/236890001_SPEED-ACCURACY_RELATIONSHIP
_IN_BASKETBALL_SHOOT

Lesson 2
Data Driven
Is all science “good” science?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will analyze and interpret the results from their speed vs. accuracy tests.
They will then discuss how this relates to the practice of science.

Time Needed
One 50 minute class period

MN Education Standards.
8.1.3.4.2

Determine and use appropriate safety procedures, tools, measurements,

graphs and mathematical analyses to describe and investigate natural and designed
systems in Earth and physical science contexts.

Key Science Concepts
Speed, Accuracy

Materials
Speed vs. accuracy handout, data table with data collected from previous lesson’s
activity, pencil, paper, calculator

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals

Transfer
Students will be able to demonstrate that the length of time spent on
a task and accuracy are causally related.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Students will understand that...
- the speed at which an activity is
done affects the accuracy of the
product.
- Science is a human endeavor and
therefore prone to human flaws.

- How does speed affect accuracy?

Acquisition
Students will know...
- Speed negatively affects accuracy.

Students will be skilled at...
- Carrying out a simple
investigation that includes data
collection and analysis.

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Instruct students to display their tests and results and have a
student gallery walk. Have students discuss what factors might have
helped them achieve more accuracy with their tests, based on their
results.
OTHER EVIDENCE:
Homework: Have students complete a ten minute write to discuss a
time in their lives where spending more or less time affected the
accuracy or quality of their product.

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction
1. Begin the lesson by reviewing what happened the day before with their
individual tests. What is accuracy? Did speeding up or slowing down the pace of
your activity affect your accuracy? How do you think it affected your accuracy.
2. Tell students that, while they may be able to see that the data in their table has a
pattern, others may have a hard time with interpreting results from that alone.
What are ways that we can make this data simpler to read.
3. Have students work in their groups to determine what type of graph would best
represent their data and complete the graph on chart paper.
4. Students should then complete an I 2 strategy to interpret their graphs.
5. Students should finish the activity by writing a CER to answer the question:
Does the speed at which an activity is done affect its outcome?

Worksheets and Resources
CER graphic organizer
CER rubric

Lesson 3
The Great Fossil Hunt
Is all science “good” science?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will work in groups to solve a science mystery using evidence while also
being exposed to fossils and paleontology.

Time Needed
One 50 minute class period

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.1.1

Evaluate the reasoning in arguments in which fact and opinion are

intermingled or when conclusions do not follow logically from the evidence given.
8.1.3.3.2

Understand that scientific knowledge is always changing as new

technologies and information enhance observations and analysis of data.

Key Science Concepts
Fossil, paleontology

Materials
Teacher Narrative

Envelopes containing paper cut-out fossil pieces (1 set per team)
Skeletal Resource Manual (1 per team)
Optional: Worksheet (1 per student)

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals

Transfer
Students will be able to work in teams to determine the bone
structure of a fossilized organism based on changing evidence.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Students will understand that...
- new evidence can change the
interpretation of data in science.
- Science is a human endeavor and
therefore prone to human flaws.

- How do scientific findings change
with new evidence?
- How is science affected by
science’s social dynamics?

Acquisition
Students will know...
- New evidence sometimes changes
the interpretation of results.
- scientific exploration depends on
social interaction

Students will be skilled at...
- Carrying out a simple
investigation that includes data
collection and analysis.

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Throughout the activity, students will discuss within and between
groups the results of their data collections. Listen to conversations
and ask students to support their scientific ideas using their guided
scientific conversation starters. Towards the end, have a class
discussion about what sort of information influenced them most,
whether they all agreed all of the time, and if they didn’t, how they

might conclude what interpretation was the “best.”
OTHER EVIDENCE:
Look for evidence of this conversation in the upcoming Socratic
Seminar.

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction
1. Have the “fossil” filled envelopes, Resource Manuals, and worksheets ready
near each team.
2. Announce that students will be going on a fossil hunting expedition today and
that they will be working in groups.
3. After moving them into groups of 3-4 students, hand them their “fossil”
envelopes. Tell them not to open them.
4. Begin the story (found in resources)
5. As you read through the story have students complete each of the tasks
mentioned in the story.
6. When finished, have each team share with the class what they think the
creature is. Notice how similar or different interpretations are.
7. Discuss:
a. Is there a general consensus on what the creature was? What clues
influenced you the most?
b. Did the conclusions of others influence the way your group thought.
c. Did you find it easier to picture what the creature was as you gathered
more evidence?
d. Did you find yourself convinced on an idea only to find that another
group had a totally different conclusion?
e. How is what you just did like what scientists do?
8. Students should complete the reflection questions.
9. If there is time, have students discuss these questions as a class.

Worksheets and Resources
Great Fossil Find Resources: http://www.indiana.edu/~ensiweb/lessons/gr.fs.fd.html

Lesson 4
The Bone Wars
Is all science “good” science?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will analyze two leveled texts on two scientific events to collect evidence
to answer the question of whether some science data is more legitimate than others.

Time Needed
Two 50 minute class periods

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.1.1

Evaluate the reasoning in arguments in which fact and opinion are

intermingled or when conclusions do not follow logically from the evidence given.
8.1.3.3.2

Understand that scientific knowledge is always changing as new

technologies and information enhance observations and analysis of data.

Key Science Concepts
Evolution, investigation

Materials
Socratic Seminar graphic organizer, pencil, science notebooks, clipboards

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals

Transfer
Students will be able to apply their understanding of the nature of
science and use it to articulate a position on the question: Is all
science good science? Students will then collectively use evidence to
build a deeper understanding of this complex topic.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Students will understand that...
- new evidence can change the
interpretation of data in science.
- An argument in science is subject to
questioning and strengthened by
evidence and reasoning.

- What makes science strong?
- How is science affected by social
dynamics?

Acquisition
Students will know...
- Arguments in science are
strengthened by evidence and
reasoning.

Students will be skilled at...
- Arguing a view from evidence
using reasoning.

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Throughout the activity, students will discuss with each other the
merits of “good” science and whether there is “bad” science. They
will cite evidence from previous lessons to strengthen their
arguments. Teacher will keep track of participation..

OTHER EVIDENCE:
Look for reasoning skills throughout the conversation and reflection
in the exit ticket.

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction
1. Engage students with a 5 minute write: Write or draw as much as you can to
describe what you think of when you hear “good” science and “bad” science.
2. Review with students their results from their speed vs. accuracy tests as well as
the results from their “fossil hunt” activity. “What themes do you think can be
tied into our stories of Darwin and the Bone Wars?”
3. Students will gather all of their materials from the last several lessons into one
place.
4. Have students complete their Socratic Seminar graphic organizer and use any
extra time to research and collect other evidence that might help them in the
discussion such as the Darwin and Bone Wars articles attached to this lesson.
5. Pair students up.
6. Have one partner arranged in a circle with the other partner standing or sitting
behind.
7. Give each student 3 small pieces of paper and have them write their names on
them.
8. Discuss the expectations for Socratic Seminars
a. Students may indicate that they want to add to the conversation by
crumpling and tossing their name paper into the middle. This person
should be the only one speaking. If two toss in at the same time, students
can quietly decide who goes first. Teacher should try to keep a low
profile.
b. Student in the circle is expected to participate at least 3 times.
c. Partner on the outside should take notes and assist partner when needed.
d. Half way through, partners will switch and the outside partner will
become the inside partner.
e. Remind students that this is not a debate. Their job is to try to develop an
understanding of the complexity of the issue not to argue.
f. Students should remain respectful throughout the conversation. They
can use the provided discussion prompts to enrich the conversation.
9. To close have students fill out an exit ticket answering the Socratic Seminar
question.

Worksheets and Resources
The Bone Wars Article https://www.thoughtco.com/the-bone-wars-1092038

Darwin Article https://newsela.com/read/BHP-U5-7-darwin-bio/id/16487/
Article summarizer graphic organizer
Socratic Seminar Graphic Organizer

Resources
CER Graphic Organizer

CER Rubric

The Great Fossil Find P. 1

The Great Fossil Find Resource Manual

The Great Fossil Find Script

The Great Fossil Find Worksheet

Article Graphic Organizer
Name:__________________________

P.______

Date:______

Article Organizer
Unit Big Question: ___________________
Article 1 Name: __________________________________________
Author’s Claim

Evidence to support claim

Article 2 Name: __________________________________________
Author’s Claim

Evidence to support claim

Article 3 Name: __________________________________________
Author’s Claim

Evidence to support claim

Socratic Seminar Graphic Organizer
Name:___________________________

P._______

Date:_________

Socratic Seminar Organizer
Big Question: ___________________________________
Your Claim: ____________________________________
______________________________________________
Your Evidence

Source

Their Claim: ____________________________________
______________________________________________
Their Evidence

Source

Unit 2: It’s Elemental
Should we ban helium balloons in the United States?

Overview and Purpose
During this unit, students will investigate different properties of matter and their uses. In doing
so they will develop an understanding of elements, molecules, and mixtures. They will also be
able to compare and contrast chemical and physical changes in matter. By the end of the unit,
they will use their new knowledge to better understand the issues surrounding natural resource
extraction and the effects of using nonrenewable resources. In conclusion, students will
participate in a Socratic seminar to argue from evidence their view on whether we should ban
helium balloons in the United States.

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.2.1 (NOSE): Use logical reasoning and imagination to develop descriptions,
explanations, predictions, and models based on evidence.
8.2.1.1.1: Distinguish between a mixture and a pure substance and use physical
properties including color, solubility, density, melting point and boiling point to separate
mixtures and identify pure substances.
8.2.1.1.2: Identify evidence of chemical changes, including color change, gas evolution,
solid formation and temperature change.
8.2.1.2.2: Distinguish between chemical and physical changes in matter.
8.2.1.2.3: Use the particle model of matter to explain how mass is conserved during
physical and chemical changes in a closed system.
8.2.1.2.4: Recognize that acids are compounds who properties include a sour taste,
characteristic color changes with litmus and other acid/base indicators, and the tendency
to react with bases to produce a salt and water.
8.2.1.1.2: Use physical properties to distinguish between metals and nonmetals.

Key Science Concepts
Matter, solid, liquid, gas, state of matter, physical change, chemical change, element,
particle, compound, mixture, homogenous, heterogenous

Relevant Ethical Issues
Scientific Bias, Science based policy, Societal interest vs. Political interest, Environmental
justice.

Science Skills
Predicting, Observing, Measuring, Analyzing Data, Understanding Cause and Effect,
Communicating Results, Forming Arguments from Evidence.

Grade Levels
Middle Level Students

Time Needed
The unit is comprised of six lessons over 14 fifty minute periods.

Lesson Sequence
Lesson 1. What Matters?
Lesson 2. Marshmallow Molecules
Lesson 3. Crack that marble (Classifying matter based on physical and chemical
properties)
Lesson 4. Mix it up (Determining how to separate mixtures)
Lesson 5. Read Close (Analyzing text to gather evidence)
Lesson 6. What the He?! (Socratic Seminar)

Culturally Relevant Connections
Worry over pollution, climate change, and overconsumption of resources are on the
minds of many people today. Moreover, our hyperlinked world presents us with a
day-to-day flood of information regarding climate change, nuclear disaster, and clean
energy. Yet, often unrecognized are the less reported on, but perhaps as important issues
of resource scarcity. Helium, for example, is used in many technologies from computer
chip manufacturing to MRI machine cooling. Despite these very relevant uses, the mostly
widely cited use for helium is in party balloons. Furthermore, many people do not know
that there is currently a worldwide helium shortage. It is imperative to give students a
scientific understanding of how matter is used and extracted to serve our purposes. It’s
also important to explore the social and environmental impacts of Helium use as well as
use of other nonrenewable resources so that they can make informed decisions on
where, when, and how they might be used.
The summative project for the unit gives students a chance to orally discuss the use and
rarity of an element that they have encountered in their lives. In doing so, they will draw
on personal experience as well as scientific evidence to make strong arguments with
their peers in a circle discussion.

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities
Visual Impairments: For the marshmallow molecule activity, one accommodation for
any extreme visual impairments might be to replace marshmallows with different sized
or textured buttons. Students than could feel the difference in each type of “atom” while
participating in the hands on activity. With the mixture separation activity, students
could be allowed to run their fingers through the mixture to feel how the textures are
different and heterogenous. For all reading and writing in the lesson, visual impairment
could be accommodated by technology for text enlargement or text-to-speech
capabilities.
Hearing Impairments: Always place students with hearing impairments near instructor
during directions and instructions. During the discussion, have students write their main
ideas on individual whiteboards to display to everyone else.
Learning Disabilities: The “analyzing text” readings are leveled. Additionally the use of
graphic organizers throughout such as the Freyer square and the pros/cons t-chart for

the Socratic seminar are useful in organizing thoughts and making connections.
Motor-Orthopedic Impairments: For fine motor impairments, provide larger
manipulatives such as bottle caps or large buttons during the marshmallow molecules
and the mixture activities.
Emotional Disabilities: Set out the overall unit agenda and daily agendas in a easy-to-see
place. Use purposeful grouping during all group activities that reflects abilities and
relationship dynamics of students in the class. During the Socratic seminar, have a
designated spot for students to take a break. Use students for “assistant” roles throughout
all activities.

Lesson 1
What Matters?

Should we ban helium balloons in the United States?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will review what matter is and explore how varying the temperature and
pressure of a closed system changes the behavior of molecules in different elements.

Time Needed
One class period

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.2.1 (NOSE): Use logical reasoning and imagination to develop descriptions,
explanations, predictions, and models based on evidence.
8.2.1.2.3: Use the particle model of matter to explain how mass is conserved during
physical and chemical changes in a closed system.

Key Science Concepts
Matter, solid, liquid, gas, state of matter

Materials
iPad, pencil, worksheet, presentation slides

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals
MN Standards:

Transfer
Students will be able to draw a particle model of solids, liquids, and
gases and describe how temperature affects their movements.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
Students will understand that...
Particles in matter are affected when
energy is added or taken away.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
How do temperature and
pressure affect particles in
matter?

Acquisition
Students will know...

Students will be skilled at...

Matter is anything that has mass
and takes up space.

Interpreting cause and effect

Energy changes particles in
matter.

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S): Students will complete a guided worksheet
for the online lab.

OTHER EVIDENCE:
Homework: Students will complete a CER to answer the question
“Does changing temperature affect particles in matter?”
Teacher will look for evidence of this lesson’s objective being met in
the final Socratic Seminar

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction
1. Teacher begins by presenting a quick quiz “Is it matter?” to access prior
knowledge.
2. Students will “Close Read” a BrainPop video on the states of matter. First watch,
just take in as much as possible. Second watch, search for definition of matter
and 3 states.
3. Teacher will complete a Frayer square on display board. Students will use a
Frayer square in their science notebooks to complete the definition of matter
with a partner as well as define the 3 states of matter and their characteristics.
4. Introduce PHET simulation on states of matter and phase change.
5. In groups of 1 or 2, students will complete an investigation on their iPads using
the PHET simulation and guided worksheet.
6. In the last 10 minutes of class discuss the results of their exploration. Add as
many properties of matter as possible to Frayer squares.

Worksheets and Resources
PHET simulation worksheet
Slides

Lesson 2
Marshmallow Molecules
Should we ban helium balloons in the United States?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will model the structural differences of elements, molecules, compounds
and two kinds of mixtures by using marshmallows, toothpicks and glue. They will then use
picture words to clarify their knowledge of the new vocabulary.

Time Needed
Two class periods

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.2.1 (NOSE): Use logical reasoning and imagination to develop descriptions,
explanations, predictions, and models based on evidence.
8.2.1.1.1: Distinguish between a mixture and a pure substance and use physical
properties including color, solubility, density, melting point and boiling point to separate
mixtures and identify pure substances.

Key Science Concepts
Matter, element, particle, molecule, compound, mixture, homogenous, heterogenous

Materials
iPad, pencil, worksheet, presentation slides

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals
MN Standards:

Transfer
Students will be able to develop models of elements, molecules,
compounds, and mixtures.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
Students will understand that...
Particles combine into new
substances and that when substances
change, they show physical or
chemical changes.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
How do particles combine into
new substances?

Acquisition
Students will know...
That elements combine with other
elements to form molecules and that
molecules can interact to form
mixtures. In these interactions there
are physical and chemical changes.

Students will be skilled at...

Building models
Identifying patterns
Critically analyzing scientific
texts.

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will create a classroom display of atoms, molecules, and
mixtures using marshmallows to represent atoms and toothpicks to
represent bonds.
OTHER EVIDENCE:
Students will engage in academic discourse in presenting their
posters to their peers.
Students will complete a worksheet to help them reflect on the
activity.

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction
1. Students complete a true/false pre-assessment and record in their science
notebooks.
2. Teacher will review the previous lesson about matter, its states, and some of its
properties. Discuss that many of these properties are the result of the number of
protons and electrons in the atoms of an element.
3. Teacher directs students to look at their “Marshmallow Molecule” handout.
Teacher explains that students will need to carefully follow a procedure today
and use specific “close” reading strategies to complete a display on atoms,
molecules, and mixtures.
4. Students will complete their posters by using their Procedures guide and the
unit reading.
5. When students have finished their posters, they will complete a gallery walk to
look at other groups’ work.
6. Students will then complete a reflection worksheet.
7. At the end of the lesson, students will retake their true/false test and record the
results in their science notebooks.
8. Students will then compare their prea-ssessment with their post assessment
scores.

Worksheets and Resources
It’s Elemental Reading (2 per group)
Marshmallow Molecule Handout (1 per student)
Procedures Guide (1 per group)
Marshmallow Molecule Reflection Worksheet (1 per student)

Lesson 3
Crack That Marble

Should we ban helium balloons in the United States?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will obtain information from text about physical and chemical
properties and participate in several short station activities to identify properties and
how they are affected by an energy input.

Time Needed
Two class periods

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.2.1 (NOSE): Use logical reasoning and imagination to develop descriptions,
explanations, predictions, and models based on evidence.
8.2.1.2.3: Use the particle model of matter to explain how mass is conserved during
physical and chemical changes in a closed system.

Key Science Concepts
Temperature, color, volume, density

Materials
marbles (1 per group)
Hot plate (1 per group)

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals
MN Standards:

Transfer
Students will be able to identify the physical and chemical
properties of matter in a reaction.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Students will understand that...
Matter can change physically and
chemically when combined with
other matter.

How does added energy change
matter?

Acquisition
Students will know...
That chemical changes include
change in temperature, color, and gas
production

Students will be skilled at...

Analyzing and interpreting
data
Reading and comprehending
technical texts

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will complete a worksheet that will go with the stations.
Students will discuss the evidence for changing matter that they
collected.
OTHER EVIDENCE:
Teacher will listen to purposeful talk happening within groups
regarding the changes in matter and ask guiding questions.

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction
1. Students will read the objective and underline key vocabulary and skills words.
2. Teacher will introduce the stations and reading.
3. Students will use close reading strategies to engage with their technical science
reading for unit 2.3.
4. Students will work with groups of 2-3 to engage with the activity at each station.
5. Students will complete their “Crack the Marble” worksheet as they go.
a. Summary of Station 1: Crack that Marble
Students heat up a marble in a pan on top of a hot plate. They then place
the marble in a beaker of ice water. This causes the marble to break.
b. Summary of Station 2: Hot Air Balloon
Students place an empty beaker with a balloon over its mouth on a hot
plate and watch as the balloon expands. Then they place the beaker in a
bowl of ice water and watch the balloon deflate.
c. Summary of Station 3: Milk Jug Transparency
Students heat a milk jug over a hot plate and it turns from translucent to
transparent. When cooled it reverts back.
d. Summary of Station 4: Bottle Balloons
Students place soda into a baby bottle, cover the nipple hole, and shake.
Students will watch as the nipple expands.
e. Summary of Station 5: Ferrofluid
Students will use magnets with different strengths to experiment with
their effects on therofluid.
f. Summary of Station 6: Wall of air
Students try to blow a piece of paper into a bottle without success.
6. In closure teacher asks students: What was some evidence that change occurred
in these substances? What caused the change to occur?

Worksheets and Resources
Crack that Marble worksheet
Crack that Marble Reading
Crack that Marble Lab Directions

Lesson 4
Mix It Up

Should we ban helium balloons in the United States?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will use tools to separate mixtures into pure substances. In the process
they will discover the importance of separating matter for many industrial processes.

Time Needed
Two class periods

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.2.1 (NOSE): Use logical reasoning and imagination to develop descriptions,
explanations, predictions, and models based on evidence.
8.2.1.1.1: Distinguish between a mixture and a pure substance and use physical
properties including color, solubility, density, melting point and boiling point to separate
mixtures and identify pure substances.
8.2.1.1.2: Use physical properties to distinguish between metals and nonmetals.

Key Science Concepts
element, particle, compound, mixture, homogenous, heterogenous

Materials
iPad, pencil, worksheet, presentation slides

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals
MN Standards:

Transfer
Students will be able to write a detailed procedure and model
various methods that mixtures can be separated by physical means.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
How do particles combine into
new substances?

Students will understand that...
Mixtures can be separated by
physical means.

Acquisition
Students will know...
That mixtures are combinations of
matter that are physically combined
and can be separated.

Students will be skilled at...

Writing
informative/explanatory text.
Carrying out procedures.

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will use their knowledge of physical properties of
substances to complete a procedure to answer the question, “how
can we separate all of the substances in this mixture?”
Students will demonstrate their ability to follow procedures by
completing their own directions and analyzing whether they
effectively answered the question.
OTHER EVIDENCE:

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction

1. Teacher reviews the concepts of elements, compounds, and mixtures.
2. Teacher introduces students to the importance of separating mixtures by
showing a video of the recycling process.
3. Mini lesson: Writing procedures.
a. Use the example of the diaper lab (a hypothetical lab) to start a
conversation about which of the two lab procedures sounds more
professional and which one sounds more middle school.
b. Ask students what qualities they think make it sound professional and
write these ideas on chart paper.
4. Teacher explain that students will be given a mixture of sand, salt, iron filings,
and mini marshmallows and their task is to figure out how to separate them
from each other. In order to do that they will have to write and perform a
procedure. They should keep in mind what an effective procedure looks like.
5. Teacher show students the tools that they may use.
6. In groups, students develop step by step procedures to separate their mixtures.
In order to be given their materials, students must have teacher approval of
their procedures.
7. In closure have students reflect on whether their procedures were easy to
follow and resulted in the separation of all substances in their mixture.
8. If there is time, students should recall the vocabulary words “homogenous” and
“heterogenous.” In their groups, students should complete “shape vocabulary”
for these two words.

Worksheets and Resources
Diaper Procedures
“The Big Sort” Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUrBBBs7yzQ

Lesson 5
Matter of Opinion

Should we ban helium balloons in the United States?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will use close reading strategies to analyze several texts. In doing so, they
will collect evidence to support an argument to answer the question, “should we ban helium
balloons in the United States?”

Time Needed
One class period

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.2.1 (NOSE): Use logical reasoning and imagination to develop descriptions,
explanations, predictions, and models based on evidence.
8.2.1.2.3: Use the particle model of matter to explain how mass is conserved during
physical and chemical changes in a closed system.

Key Science Concepts
Matter, solid, liquid, gas, state of matter

Materials
Pencil, iPad

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals

Transfer
Students will be able to analyze text using close reading strategies to
collect scientific evidence to support a claim.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Students will understand that...
Humans use natural resources and
that some resources are
nonrenewable.

Should we ban helium balloons in
the United States?

Acquisition
Students will know...
That helium is a nonrenewable
resource that is essential to
technology that is important in our
lives.

Students will be skilled at...

Analyzing text for evidence

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will complete an analyzing text guided worksheet.
Students will complete a pros/cons graphic organizer prior to the
Socratic seminar.
OTHER EVIDENCE:
Socratic seminar arguments with textual evidence.

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction
1. Teacher read a short article as a class on the helium shortage in the United
States.
2. As a class, discuss what a nonrenewable resource is.
3. Teacher introduces the Socratic seminar question: Should we ban helium
balloons in the United States.
4. Teacher remind students of the importance of supporting claims with evidence.
5. Teacher introduces the texts and instruct students that they will be using a close
reading strategy called “talking to the text” to read.
7. Students read and complete the guided worksheet and Socratic seminar pro/con
graphic organizer.
8. Teacher inform students that the graphic organizer must be complete before
participation in the Socratic seminar.

Worksheets and Resources
Article Summary Worksheet
Article 1:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/brucelee/2019/05/24/there-is-a-helium-shortage-what-you-n
eed-to-know/#5d8ed98f70b3
Article 2:
https://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele002.html
Article 3:
https://sciencing.com/helium-mined-8694777.html
Article 4:
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/16/science/helium-shortage-party-city.html

Lesson 6
What the He?!

Should we ban helium balloons in the United States?

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will discuss the unit’s big question, should we ban helium balloons in the
United States, through a Socratic seminar. Students will use textual evidence along with the
background that they have accumulated throughout the unit to strengthen their arguments.

Time Needed
One class period

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.2.1 (NOSE): Use logical reasoning and imagination to develop descriptions,
explanations, predictions, and models based on evidence.
8.2.1.2.3: Use the particle model of matter to explain how mass is conserved during
physical and chemical changes in a closed system.

Key Science Concepts
Matter, solid, liquid, gas, state of matter, nonrenewable resource, extraction

Overview and Purpose
In this lesson, students will discuss the unit’s big question, should we ban helium balloons in the
United States, through a Socratic seminar. Students will use textual evidence along with the
background that they have accumulated throughout the unit to strengthen their arguments.

Time Needed
One class period

MN Education Standards
8.1.1.2.1 (NOSE): Use logical reasoning and imagination to develop descriptions,
explanations, predictions, and models based on evidence.
8.2.1.2.3: Use the particle model of matter to explain how mass is conserved during
physical and chemical changes in a closed system.

Key Science Concepts
Matter, solid, liquid, gas, state of matter, nonrenewable resource, extraction

Materials
pencil, notebooks, Socratic seminar graphic organizer

Stage 1- Desired Results
Established
Goals
MN Standards:

Transfer
Students will be able to apply their understanding of matter and
helium extraction and use to articulate a position, and collectively
use evidence to build a deeper understanding of a complex topic.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Students will understand that…
Natural resource extraction is
essential for modern society, but that
it is a complex issue that comes with
costs.

Should we ban helium balloons in
the United States?

Acquisition
Students will know...
That we extract matter from the

Students will be skilled at...

Arguing a position using

Earth that often cannot be renewed
and that our modern lives depend
heavily on this.

evidence.
Listening actively to peers.
Communicating complex
socioscientific ideas.

Stage 2- Evidence and Assessment
Evaluative
Criteria

Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will be required to speak at least 3 times during the
seminar citing evidence accumulated during the previous lessons.
OTHER EVIDENCE:

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction

1. Engage students with a 5 minute write: Knowing what you know. What would
your life look like without the element helium?
2. Pair students up.
3. Have one partner arranged in a circle with the other partner standing or sitting
behind.
4. Give each student 3 small pieces of paper and have them write their names on
them.
5. Discuss the expectations for Socratic Seminars
a. Students may indicate that they want to add to the conversation by
crumpling and tossing their name paper into the middle. This person
should be the only one speaking. If two toss in at the same time, students
can quietly decide who goes first. Teacher should try to keep a low
profile.
b. Student in the circle is expected to participate at least 3 times.
c. Partner on the outside should take notes and assist partner when needed.
d. Half way through, partners will switch and the outside partner will
become the inside partner.
e. Remind students that this is not a debate. Their job is to try to develop an
understanding of the complexity of the issue, not to argue.
f. Students should remain respectful throughout the conversation. They

can use the provided discussion prompts to enrich the conversation.
6. To close have students fill out an exit ticket with a final statement about the
Socratic Seminar question.

Worksheets and Resources
Socratic seminar rubric
Socratic seminar graphic organizer
Discussion prompts

Resources
PhET Simulation worksheet

PhET simulation worksheet p.2

States of Matter Slides

It’s Elemental Reading

Marshmallow Molecules Handout

Crack That Marble Reading

Crack That Marble Worksheet

Crack that Marble Lab Directions

Diaper Procedures
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